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Introduction 
 

Council commenced a review of its Strategic Plan 2012 – 2017 “Moving Toward 2017” in 
late 2015 and as a result a new Strategic Plan has been developed.  
 

The new Plan takes account of the many changes that have occurred both locally and 
regionally, and reflects the new Council and community priorities.  
 

The review of the current Strategic Plan and development of the new Plan was conducted 
in association with reviews of Council’s: 
 

• Long Term Financial Plan and  
• Asset Management Plan.  

 

In preparing the Strategic Plan, high regard has been given to: 
 

• Council’s commitment to achieve a financial sustainable position in the medium to 
longer term (as described in the Long Term Financial Plan), and  

• the challenges presented by the Asset Management Plan.   
 

The Strategic Plan also takes into account three supplementary reports: 
 

• Status Report of the Strategic Plan 2012 – 2017 
• Community Survey Results  
• Summary of key regional stakeholder consultation.  

 

The Strategic Plan has been prepared based on the best information available, takes into 
account the relevant regional plans and the State Plan, and satisfies the requirements of 
the Local Government Act. 
 

The Plan provides a responsible focus for the next five years, and is aimed at further 
developing the community. 
  
Review of the 2012 Strategic Plan 
 

As a starting position in developing a new Plan, it was important to assess the progress 
and achievements of the 2012 Plan.  
 

The 2012 Plan is structured around the following Key Strategic Objectives:  
 

1. Our Economy and Infrastructure 
2. Our Environment 
3. Our Community Services 
4. Our Leadership and Governance. 

 

Overall, it was concluded that Council has generally made very good progress over the 
past four years.  
 

Where the 2012 Strategies/actions require more substantial work or the priority remains 
high, they have been included in the new 2016 Strategic Plan.   
 

Further information is available from Supplementary Report 1: Status Report  
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Community survey 
 

The purpose of the community survey was to use the results to inform the review and 
development of Council’s Strategic Plan. A web-based on-line survey application (Survey 
Monkey) was used for the design and distribution of the survey.  
 

A hard copy of the survey was posted to all Elliston Council ratepayers during the week 
beginning 20 November 2015 and the survey was also accessible from the Council’s 
website and Facebook page, and available in hard copy from the Council Office.  
 

Completed surveys were lodged either electronically or in hard copy at the Council 
Office, Elliston Supermarket, Lock IGA and Venus Bay caravan park. The survey closed 
on 11 December 2015. 
 

72 responses (about a 10% response) were received. This represents a good response 
rate and consistent with the response rates of other similar surveys.  
 

The respondents were also provided with the opportunity to include comments with their 
answers. Many respondents took advantage of this opportunity and a range of additional 
comments were received.  Council has acknowledged and where appropriate responded 
to comments/questions raised by respondents in those cases where respondents have 
provided their contact details.  
 

The results of the survey and their implications have been assessed by Council and 
considered in the development of the Strategic Plan. Council has been conscious about 
the need to take care in interpreting the results given any biases that may be related to 
the responses.  
 

Further information is available from Supplementary Report 2: Community Survey 
Results  
 
Key regional stakeholder discussions  
 

It is important for the District Council of Elliston to take an active interest and participate 
in the plans and activities of its regional stakeholders for the benefit of its community.  
 

Also for the purposes of developing the Council’s Strategic Plan it is important for the 
Council to gain an understanding from the regional stakeholders of current and emerging 
regional and local issues, and reflect these in the Strategic Plan   
 

A series of discussions were conducted with representatives of regional stakeholders.   
 

The findings and conclusions from the key stakeholder consultation are presented in this 
supplementary report and have informed Council’s Strategic Plan.  
 

The executive summary lists the implications for Elliston’s Strategic Plan based on the 
findings of the key stakeholder consultation. 
 

Further information is available from Supplementary Report 3: Summary of key 
stakeholder consultation  
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What we stand for and our guiding principles 
 
Our Vision for the community 
 
A viable, cohesive and dynamic community, which encourages and supports expanding 
economic opportunities in a sustainable manner without compromising the natural assets 
or quality of lifestyle of the community. 
 
Our Mission 
 
As a legislated business, the District Council of Elliston aims to provide leadership, 
representation, advocacy and prudent management for its communities and visitors, and 
to work with them to identify asset needs and improve services.  
 
As a Council, we are committed to achieving financial sustainability.  
 
We recognise the benefits and advantages of working with the regional stakeholders and 
our neighbouring Councils.   
 
Our Core Values 
 
The Elected Members and staff of the District Council of Elliston are guided by the 
following day-to-day principles to create a positive and dynamic organisational culture: 
 

• Good governance 
• Ethical behaviour 
• Community focus 
• Integrity 
• Team Focus 
• Openness and Accountability 
• Responsibility 
• Cohesiveness 
• Positive Leadership 
• Prudent financial management.  
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Our strategic focus 
 
Over the period of the Strategic Plan, the Council will continue to conduct its governance 
dealings in a professional way, manage its business in a responsible and accountable 
manner, and provide quality services to the community. This ‘business as normal’ 
position is not the subject matter of the Strategic Plan. 
 
The Strategic Plan highlights those areas where the Council will be focusing its attention 
over the next five years. The principal areas of strategic focus for the Council over the 
planning period are: 
 

• Improving Council’s financial position 
• Stronger commitment to improved asset management 
• Aligning Council’s efforts to provide more efficient and effective core services 
• Continuing to seek opportunities to work more closely with its community, the 

neighbouring and the other regional Councils and organisation  
• Adopting a more regional perspective to its business.  

 
In tackling these strategic priorities it must be recognised that the Council has limited 
financial and human resources. Therefore Council needs to be innovative and the same 
time patient as it takes on the various challenges.  
 
These priority initiatives have been incorporated into the Strategic Plan and the related 
Key Strategic Objectives. 
 
Improving Council’s financial position 

 
The Long Term Financial Plan presents a clear picture of Council’s current financial 
position and emphasises the need for the Council to take action to move towards a more 
financially sustainable position. This can be achieved through a range of strategic actions 
including:  
 

• Reducing expenditure  
• Concentrating on core services 
• Doing things smarter 
• Seeking other sources of funds  
• Ensuring the rating system is fair and equitable 
• Ensuring service charges reflect the full cost of providing the service. 

 
Stronger commitment to improved asset management 
 
The Asset Management Plan stresses the importance of improved asset management 
and includes a number of strategic actions to address the situation.    
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Aligning Council’s efforts to provide more efficient and effective core services 
 
As one of the strategic actions to improve the Council’s financial position, the Council will 
be considering a range of strategic actions including: 
 

• Defining standards of service and resourcing accordingly 
• Undertaking Service reviews (doing more with less) 
• Examining alternative service delivery options 
• Exploring shared services opportunities (working with other Councils) 
• Questioning the need for some services. 

  
Continuing to seek opportunities to work more closely with the neighbouring and 
the other regional Councils  
 
The “Council of the Future” report (December 2013) recommended a stronger move to 
“regional collaboration and partnerships”. Since the publication of the report a number of 
Councils (not in the Eyre Peninsula) have commenced studies into various aspects of 
regional collaboration and partnerships (For example: regional secretariat, regional 
planning, governance and management arrangements). A report on the examination of 
these studies has been recently published by the released by LGA South Australia.   
 
Concurrently the LGA South Australia is also developing options to facilitate the creation 
of more flexible structures for collaboration between Councils.   
 
EPLGA and RDAWEP are looking at a ‘regional governance model’.   
 
The Council has recognised the imperative of taking a strong interest into the regional 
approach of doing business and is considering options to be proactive in this area.   
 
Adopting a more regional perspective to its business  
 
Like other Councils on the Eyre Peninsula, the District Council of Elliston works in a 
business environment which involves many industries.  
 
The Eyre Peninsula LGA and the RDA Whyalla and Eyre Peninsula provide the 
stewardship on the behalf of their member councils in dealing in this complex business 
environment. 
 
There are a number of other regional bodies responsible for critical aspects which impact 
on community and business well being. Examples include health and the environment.  
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The Council currently has good working relationships with the regional bodies. It is the 
Council’s (and its community) interest to build on these relationships. The Council needs 
to position itself to take greater advantage of the opportunities presented by the regional 
bodies to fully realise the potential value of the relationships.  
 
The regional bodies have the resources and expertise not available to the Council.  They 
are also highly regarded and well connected. Although they have a regional focus, many 
of the planned actions have local implications 
 
The Council is determined to: 
 

• take the opportunities to get more involved in the development of the regional 
plans and the broader regional agenda; 

• be greater prepared to give consideration to advocate, facilitate and implement the 
regional plans at the local level.   
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Our key strategic objectives 
 
1. Our Economy  
 

To actively encourage, support and promote opportunities to increase the 
prosperity and sustainable growth of the community  

 
2. Our Infrastructure 
 

To effectively and efficiently manage and improve our community infrastructure. 
 
3. Our Environment 
 

To promote the enjoyment of our natural resources in a prudent and 
environmentally sustainable manner and ensure that our built environment 
effectively provides for the long term needs of our communities. 

 
4. Our Community Services 
 

To deliver a high standard of essential community services and show leadership in 
developing positive community spirit. 

 
5. Our Leadership and Governance 
 

To provide progressive leadership and good governance which encourages 
confidence of the community in the Council, and conduct our business in a 
financially responsible manner. 
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Our strategic actions 
 
1. Our Economy  
 
1.1 Economic development  
 
Context 
 
The RDAWEP and EPLGA have appointed the SA Centre for Economic Studies 
(SACES) to prepare a number of economic development plans for the region and each of 
the member Councils. The plans are expected to be completed by mid 2016.  
 
Community survey. Economic development/employment was rated as high importance 
by nearly 65% of respondents but only about 19% of respondents considered Council’s 
performance was high. According to the respondents there is clearly a need to improve.    
 
Strategic actions 
 
1.1.1 Consider and implement as appropriate the actions included in the regional and 
Council economic development plans (currently under development)  
1.1.2 Continue to support the work of the RDAWEP and the other Councils in its sub-
region in further progressing economic development   
1.1.3 Consider and initiate local actions which supplement the regional and sub-regional 
economic development plans eg caravan parks, industry groups.  
 

1.2 Mining 
 
Context  
 
The Eyre Peninsula Mineral & Energy Resources Community Development 
Taskforce was established in 2014 to:  

o Provide a strategic forum for information sharing 
o Assist LG in preparatory strategic planning for housing and support 

services 
o Provide support to the EPLGA and RDAWEP on regional strategic issues 
o Propose strategic ways to build on stakeholder and community 

engagement 
o Encourage sustainable regional economic growth.  

 

The EP Region is represented on the Taskforce by the EPLGA, RDAWEP, and EPNRM.   
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The Central Eyre Iron Project (CEIP) is the initiative Iron Road Limited (Iron Road) 
 

Iron Road has applied to mine premium iron concentrates with the intention to supply the 
Asian market place. The project should provide a wide range of social and economic 
benefits. The required infrastructure to support the project (power, rail and port) will have 
the capacity to be used by third parties.  
 

Some of the challenges faced by Iron Road include the falling price of iron ore, 
community concerns, some scepticism from a few parties about the feasibility of the 
project.        
 

Elliston Council was briefed on the project about 12 months ago and the Lock community 
was briefed more recently.  
 

Iron Road working closely with RDAWEP is continuing to engage with the Eyre Peninsula 
Mineral & Energy Resources Community Development Task Force. Iron Road made the 
necessary applications to the State Government in late 2015 and the State Government 
decision on the project is expected by mid 2016. Subject to a final commitment from Iron 
Road, the development of mine and supporting infrastructure will take 4 to 5 years before 
mining operations commence. 
 

The project has the potential to greatly improve the export efficiency and competitiveness 
of the region. The project includes the construction of SA’s first Capeclass port at Cape 
Hardy; grain export capability in partnership with Emerald Grain/Sumitomo; provision of 
import/export container infrastructure; and the region’s first standard gauge railway line to 
be constructed by China Railway Group Limited. 
 

Strategic actions 
 

1.2.1 Community Development Taskforce by regularly reviewing the minutes of the 
Taskforce meetings and maintaining on-going contact with the Taskforce’s Coordinator 
1.2.2 Initiate ideas with the Taskforce that are consistent with its Terms of Reference and 
have the potential to positively impact on the Elliston community     
 

Immediate/short term  
1.2.3 Invite Road Iron to make a second (full) presentation to Council 
1.2.4 Give consideration to entering into an MOU with Iron Road 
 

Medium/longer term 
1.2.5 Continue to maintain a watching brief on the Central Eyre Iron Project (CEIP) 
1.2.6 Continue to maintain contact with Iron Road’s Principal Advisor Stakeholder 
Engagement  
1.2.7 Work with Iron Road for the company to feature in its promotional literature the 
accommodation options in the Elliston Council area for the construction and ultimately 
the mine workers      
1.2.8 At the appropriate time take action to maximise the potential benefits of the project. 
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1.3. Tourism 
 

Context 
 

Eyre Peninsula Tourism (one of the 11 non-metropolitan tourism regions) drives 
tourism for the Eyre Peninsula region. It is funded by the region’s local councils and is 
supported by Regional Development Australia Whyalla Eyre Peninsula. Elliston belongs 
in a sub-region with Streaky Bay and Ceduna.  
 

There are a number of regional tourism plans which have the potential to positively 
impact on the Elliston Council area. These include: 

• EP Destination Action Plan 2015-2017 
• RDAWEP Tourism Action Plan 2014/15 
• EP Tourism Destination Management Plan 2013-2020 

 

It is important to note that the RDA’s Economic Development Manager (representing 
Eyre Peninsula Tourism) liaises primarily with the Elliston Council and as a consequence 
the Elliston Community VIC has little knowledge of the Plans.  
 

The RDAWEP (EP Tourism) have introduced the strategic regional brand “Eyre 
Peninsula Australia’s Seafood Frontier” to highlight/showcase one of the region’s key 
tourism features/attractions (with a dedicated website). The regional brand is available 
for Councils to use on their tourism material but the Elliston Council Visitor Information 
Centre/Council has chosen not to use the regional brand.   
 

The RDAWEP has initiated a number of domestic and overseas strategies to strengthen 
and market the regional brand to capitalise on the region’s safe, secure, and high quality 
food product with the aim of positioning the region as a culinary tourism destination.   
 
The RDAWEP through the Tourism Chairs Group is conducting a Regional Tourism 
Review of the regional tourism structures and working relationships. A Draft Directions 
Paper has been prepared and it highlights the challenges and issues facing Regional 
Tourism Organisations and Visitor Information Centres. The Draft Paper makes the point 
that: 
 

“The traditional model of VICs is increasingly under pressure as visitor information 
servicing undergoes substantial changes. The need to better integrate VICs into 
local priorities around delivery of the visitor experience, and regional and local 
tourism needs is paramount.”  

 

The final report is due by mid 2016. 
 

Elliston is a key tourism destination and has the potential to further develop this position. 
To achieve this outcome it needs to have a strong united voice, and an improved working 
relationship between the Elliston Council and the ECVIC  
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The Elliston Community and Visitor Information Centre Committee Inc has 
responsibility for the operation of the Elliston Community and Visitor Information Centre 
(ECVIC). The incorporated body/Committee operates under a constitution. It owns the 
building and is responsible for its maintenance. The Centre is an accredited with Tourism 
Business Australia (allows use of the yellow ‘I’).  
 
Council provides an annual grant (about $30,000) to the Committee for the operation of 
the Centre. The Centre managers are employed by the Committee and their salaries 
form the major part of the grant. The Council grant is subject to specified performance 
requirements by the Committee. However there is a degree of disconnect between the 
ECVIC and Council and this needs to be addressed.    
 
The Centre has recently developed a new website (labelled as the Elliston Official 
Tourism Website), and is responsible for running a number of local events.  
 
Some progress has been made by the ECVIC on improved regional cooperation with the 
other VICs and is keen to foster greater regional cooperation. Eyre Peninsula Tourism is 
committed to improve regional cooperation and this is a focus for ECVIC 
 
Cultural/historic heritage preservation is an element of tourism and this initiative is 
addressed in section 4.8. 
 
Community survey. Tourism was rated as high importance by about 55% of 
respondents and nearly 40% of respondents rated Council’s performance in the delivery 
of this service as high.     
 
Strategic actions 
 
1.3.1 Improve the working relationship between the Council and the Elliston Community 
Visitor Information Centre (ECVIC) at both at the elective and administrative level  
1.3.2 Council to work with the ECVIC to form a ‘business association’ to assist with the 
role of the ECVIC 
1.3.3 Review the governance and management arrangements, and services provided by 
the Elliston Community and VIC in conjunction with EP Tourism (in-line with the LGA 
tourism review) and other stakeholders 
1.3.4 Continue to further develop the Elliston tourism website 
1.3.5 Gain a full understanding of the RDAWEP tourism plans and their implications for 
Elliston Council  
1.3.6 Review the outcomes of the LGA tourism review and the outcomes of the SCES 
economic development study (tourism component) 
1.3.6 Council give consideration to reviewing its Coat of Arms to a more contemporary 
logo. 
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1.4 Council’s strategic land holding 
 

Context 
 

Council has a substantial area of land under its care and control. Some of this land is 
used for valuable community and Council purposes. However a significant proportion of 
the land is either under-utilised or not used. There is also large parcels of privately 
owned land which could be used more productively.    
 

Strategic Action 
 

1.4.1 Conduct a feasibility study on alternative uses for Council’s undeveloped open 
space, and investigate options for privately owned undeveloped land (in accordance with 
the Development Plan) in both the townships of Elliston and Lock. 
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2. Our Infrastructure 
 

Context 
 

2.1 Asset management 
 

The Council is the custodian of substantial infrastructure and other assets on behalf of its 
community. It has an obligation to ensure that the assets it controls are managed 
efficiently and effectively and that decisions regarding the acquisition of new assets and 
the sale and maintenance of existing assets are undertaken in an open and transparent 
fashion. Sound asset management is the key to the financial sustainability of every 
Council. 
 

The Council is currently developing an infrastructure and asset management plan 
(I&AMP) covering a period of at least 10 years. The purpose of the I&AMP is to 
recognise asset consumption and ascertain likely future asset maintenance and renewal 
needs and the need for new additional assets to meet future community service 
expectations, consistent with the community’s financial capacity and willingness to pay. 
The costs inherent in an I&AMP need to be reflected in the Council’s long-term financial 
plan and both of these documents are integral to the Strategic Plan.  
 
2.2 Mount Wedge to Kyancutta Road 
 

Context  
 

The Mount Wedge to Kyancutta Road spans both the District Council of Elliston and the 
Wudinna District Council with 23 kms of the Road within the Elliston Council area. This 
section of the Road is classed as a Primary Collector Category 1 Road in Council’s Road 
Infrastructure Policy and therefore has a high funding priority.  
 

Sealing of the Road commenced in 2015/16 as a result of a successful application by the 
Elliston and Wudinna Councils for funding from the Special Local Roads Program 
(SLRP).  By June 2016, Elliston Council will have completed the sealing of 5 km of its 
section of the Road leaving a distance of 18 km to be sealed. The total cost of sealing 
the 5 km section will be $521,000 with $366,000 being funded from the SLRP and 
Council contributing the balance of $155,000. 
 

The estimated cost of sealing the remaining 18 km of Council’s section of the Road is 
$2,407,392. Elliston Council has made application to the EPLGA for $1,583,907.80 from 
the SLRP. The application has been successful and funding will be provided over the 
next two years to complete the work. Council will fund the balance of $823,482.20 from 
its R2R grant funding pool.    
 

Strategic action 
 

2.2.1 Council will prudently manage the sealing of the remaining 18 km of the Mount 
Wedge to Kyancutta Road over the period 2016/17 – 2018/19. 
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2.3 Road train routes  
 

There are a number of roads in the Elliston Council are which are gazetted as road train 
routes. The aim of gazetting road train routes is to ensure that the road network is 
adequate to meet the needs of the farmers/primary producers (primarily in the Lock 
district). 
 

However it is considered that some of the gazetted road train routes may not be capable 
of handling road trains. There would be a significant cost to upgrade these roads.    
 

The current rating review will consider ways of generating funds from the beneficiaries of 
the improved road network.   
 

Strategic actions 
 

2.3.1 Council assess the adequacy of all gazetted road train routes to cater for road 
trains 
2.3.2 Should there be a need to upgrade some of the road train routes, then Council will 
investigate various funding options.   
 
2.4 Council properties  
 

Context 
 

The Council owns a significant number of property assets. The buildings register is due 
to be finalised by June 2016. There is an on-going need to maintain the Council owned 
buildings, preserve heritage buildings, and ensure all licences and leases are current. 
 

Strategic actions 
 

2.4.1 Develop a property strategy for Council owned property assets with the aim of 
maximising their utilisation  
2.4.2 Conduct a review of all licences and leases to ensure they are current and reflect 
the agreed usage of the property 
2.4.3 Develop Council buildings maintenance program.  
 
2.5 Regional support  
 

Context 
 

The economic health of Whyalla is reliant on the demand for steel product outputs. The 
Council is in a position to take some supportive action (albeit small) to assist Whyalla.  
 

Strategic action 
 

2.5.1 The Council will consider amending its procurement policy to include a clause 
which addresses local procurement for structural steel. 
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3. Our Environment 
 
3.1 Natural resources 
 
Context  
 
Regional planning. It is important for the Council to take an active interest and 
participate in the activities of the Eyre Peninsula Natural Resource Management 
(EPNRMB) and Natural Resources Eyre Peninsula (NREP) for the benefit of its 
community, and incorporate into the Council’s strategic plan strategies and actions which 
contribute to the work of EPNRMB NREP. 
 

The Regional NRM Plan sets targets for the environment in the region, and is developed 
and delivered in partnership with the community and stakeholders and aims to ensure 
that there is a balance between the needs of people and the environment. The key 
elements of its business portfolio are: Land and water; Coast and marine; and Plants and 
animals. 

 

Adapting to a changing climate. Eyre Peninsula communities are likely to experience a 
hotter and drier climate, rising sea levels and increasing ocean acidity. These impacts 
will affect lifestyle and livelihoods on the Eyre Peninsula, and the way natural resources 
are used. It’s important that the region is prepared to adapt to these impacts so the 
present and future generations can enjoy a prosperous future. 
 

To prepare the region for climate change, a regional sector agreement known as The 
Eyre Peninsula Climate Change Agreement Committee (EPICCA) was established in 
2010. The agreement is a partnership between: 

• Eyre Peninsula Natural Resource Management Board 
• Regional Development Australia - Whyalla and Eyre Peninsula Board 
• Eyre Peninsula Local Government Association 
• South Australian Government. 

 

In 2014, EPICCA prepared the first Regional Climate Change Adaptation Plan. The plan 
identifies clear options and pathways for key industries on Eyre Peninsula to adapt to 
climate change. The Regional Climate Change Adaptation Plan 2014 is very 
comprehensive and highlights eight critical issues. The Plan also concludes that:  

“The challenges for Local Government will be numerous, requiring attention to 
development in coastal areas, expansion of peri-urban areas into bush fire prone 
zones and maintenance of essential transport services especially roads”. 

 

Adapt NRM Grant Program. EPNRMB manages the program and it is aimed at 
assisting local government, regional bodies and industry associations to undertake 
projects that promoted sustainable management of our natural resources and progressed 
priority adaptation options as outlined in the Regional Climate Change Adaptation Plan 
for the Eyre Peninsula. 

http://www.naturalresources.sa.gov.au/eyrepeninsula/about-us/our-regions-plan
http://www.naturalresources.sa.gov.au/files/sharedassets/eyre_peninsula/corporate/climate-change-adaptation-2014-plan.pdf
http://www.naturalresources.sa.gov.au/files/sharedassets/eyre_peninsula/corporate/climate-change-adaptation-2014-plan.pdf
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The NRM levy helps to fund the work needed to protect and enhance the environment 
and encourage sustainable use of the region’s natural resources. The NRM levy helps 
fund the delivery of the Eyre Peninsula NRM Plan. The NRM levy also attracts significant 
state and federal funding into the region.  
 

The annual NRM levy is paid by the owners of rateable land in the region and appears on 
council's rate notices. The regional NRM levy is a flat rate per rateable property and 
usually indexed by CPI. It is understood that the Eyre Peninsula NRM Board’s Draft 
Business Plan 2016-19 is proposing a change to the way in which the NRM Levy is 
based. 
 

The Draft Musgrave EPNRM Sub-regional Plan. The District Council of Elliston is 
contained in the Musgrave subregion (along with Lower Eyre Peninsula and Wudinna 
Councils). The Subregion comprises a land area of around 5,600 square kilometres, 
extending from the coastline of the Southern Ocean to the Tod Highway near Lock. It 
extends from Lake Hamilton in the south to Mount Camel Beach in the north. The 
subregions include the marine areas of Southern Ocean including the Investigator Marine 
Park and Flinders Island.  A number of key challenges have been identified in the draft 
Plan impacting on the sub-region and these have implications for the Council.   
 

Community survey. Environmental issues were rated as high importance by less than 
50% of respondents and about 30% of respondents rated Council’s performance in the 
delivery of this service as high.  
 

Strategic actions 
 

3.1.1 NREP’s business portfolio. The NREP website provides a lot of information on each 
of the organisation’s business portfolios which are relevant to the Council, its community 
and visitors – Council is in a position to assist NREP in the understanding, promotion and 
distribution of the information.  

 
3.1.2 Adapting to climate change  

3.1.2.1 There are some potential opportunities for the DCE to benefit from the 
Agreement and the activities of the Eyre Peninsula Climate Change Agreement 
Committee (EPICCA) Steering Group.  
3.1.2.2 DCE should gain a full understanding of the Regional Climate Change 
Adaptation Plan 2014 and its implications for its community, and seek to play an 
active role in the implementation of the Plan. 

 

3.1.3 Adapt NRM Grant Program. DCE should consider making an application to the 
Adapt NRM Grant Program  for priority projects which meet the criteria.  
 

3.1.4 NRM levy 
3.1.4.1Given that Council is responsible for the issuing of the NRM levy as an item 
in the rates notice, it will seek opportunities to contribute to the ratepayers 
understanding and purpose of the levy.  
3.1.4.2 Council will take a strong interest in the proposed change to the NRM levy.  

 

http://www.naturalresources.sa.gov.au/files/sharedassets/eyre_peninsula/corporate/climate-change-adaptation-2014-plan.pdf
http://www.naturalresources.sa.gov.au/files/sharedassets/eyre_peninsula/corporate/climate-change-adaptation-2014-plan.pdf
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3.1.5 Draft Musgrave EPNRM Sub-Regional Plan 
3.1.5.1 Council will continue to work with NREP to encourage greater community 
involvement next stage of consultation 
3.1.5.2 Council will consider making a formal submission at the next stage of 
consultation 
3.1.5.3 Council will gain a full understanding of the Draft Musgrave EPNRM sub-
regional plan and its implications, and seek opportunities to work with NREP and 
the Lower Eyre Peninsula and Wudinna Councils in the implementation of the 
Plan  

 
3.2 Sewerage (CWMS) and water services 
 
Context  
 
Council currently provides sewerage services to the Lock township (Operation of CWMS 
and associated infrastructure) and water services to Elliston (2 non-potable standpipes); 
and Port Kenny and Venus Bay (Provision of non-potable water) 
 

The Council’s next priority is a CWMS for Elliston given the town’s proximity to the 
ocean. 
 

The Safety, Reliability, and Maintenance Technical Plan for the existing services has 
been completed. The asset management planning requirements for Lock are currently 
being developed.  
 

Council’s Sewerage and Water Services Customer Charter sets out the standards of 
service provided by Council and the rights and responsibilities of the customers (Based 
on a code developed by the Essential Services Commission of SA (ESCOSA).  
 

The rating review indicated there is evidence to suggest that the current CWMS and 
water supply charges do not recover the full costs of providing these services. The 
analysis is continuing.   
 

Eight of the 11 Eyre Peninsula Councils are members of the Eyre Peninsula CWMS 
User Group (excludes Port Lincoln, Port Augusta and Whyalla). The Group has no 
formal TOR; it is a forum to discuss issues and share/develop common documentation. 
The Group is convened by a CWMS expert and engaged/funded the EPLGA from 
contributions of each Council in accordance with an agreed formula.  Elliston Council is 
an active member of the Group.   
 

LGASA is looking at collaborative options for managing CWMS assets as a means to 
improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the delivery of the service. 
 
Historically State Government funding has been available for CWMS projects but 
currently there is some doubt about future funding.   
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Community survey. CWMS was rated as high importance by less than 50% of 
respondents and about 50% of respondents rated Council’s performance in the delivery 
of this service as moderate indicating a need to improve.    
 
Strategic actions  
 
3.2.1 Council will review the CWMS and water supply charges when full information is 
available with the aim of recovering the full costs of supply (The LGA paper on the cost 
and pricing of CWMS will assist the review) 
3.2.2 Council will consider a funding strategy for the proposed Elliston CWMS. Options 
include:  

o Make application for seed funding available under the current State/LGA 
Agreement. Given that funding is not currently available, an application 
would inform the CWMS Management Committee of the potential need for 
additional future funding. If an application is successful the Council must be 
committed to proceeding with scheme 

o Council independently fund an investigation and preliminary design 
(estimated cost $10,000 - $15,000). Under this option the Council is not 
obligated to proceed.  

3.2.3 Council will keep a watching brief on the LGA(SA) work on collaborative options for 
managing CWMS and actively pursue collaborative options for managing CWMS in the 
future 
 
 3.3 Waste management  
 
Context 
 
Council has recently completed a strategic review of its waste management 
arrangements including: 

• Current kerbside services 
• Current transfer station and landfill practices   

 
The review also addressed options for shared services with other Councils. 
 
The review made a number of recommendations regarding the waste management 
services and highlighted the need to develop a business case for the establishment of a 
shared regional waste collection service.   
 
The rating review indicated there is evidence to suggest that the current waste 
management service and fee charges do not recover the full costs of providing these 
services.   
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Community survey. Waste and recycling was rated as high importance by the majority 
of respondents and the majority of respondents rated Council’s performance in the 
delivery of this service as high.   
 

Strategic actions 
 

3.3.1 Council will review the waste management service and fee /charges when full 
information is available with the aim of recovering the full costs of providing the service  
3.3.2 Council will fully assess and implement as appropriate the recommendations from 
the waste services review with particular attention on the developing a business case for 
the establishment of a shared regional waste collection service.  
 
3.4 Water and renewable energy   
 

Context 
 

Sufficient water and energy is critical for the future expansion and sustainability of the 
local economy. 
 

Water is a precious resource. A strategy is needed to substitute alternative water 
sources for traditional sources (or at least supplement the traditional water sources) so 
that over-all water use in the region is sustainable - economically, environmentally and 
socially.  
 

‘Fit-for-purpose’ alternative water sources include recycled water and stormwater. 
Traditional sources include mains drinking water and groundwater.    
 

All levels of Government have an aspiration for a secure, reliable, affordable and clean 
energy future. In broad terms the aim is to increase energy from renewable sources (eg 
wind and wave) at least cost to the energy customer and with maximum benefits to the 
community.  
 

Elliston Council by itself could not realise this vision. A regional approach is required to 
explore the opportunity with the regional stakeholders. The RDAWEP is looking at 
projects to achieve a sustainable quantity of quality water including storm and trade 
waste water recycling strategies for community infrastructure incorporating the use of 
wetlands and aquifers, and renewable energy desalination initiatives using solar and 
wave energy to provide a potable water supply.   
 

Managing stormwater was rated as high importance by the majority of respondents and 
nearly 80% of respondents rated Council’s performance in the delivery of this service as 
moderate or low – clearly a need to improve.    
 

Strategic actions 
 

3.4.1 Council will develop a water management strategy in association with the regional 
stakeholders 
3.4.2 Council will participate in discussions with the regional stakeholders to examine 
options for alternative energy sources 
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3.5 Technology 
 
Context 
 
The telecommunications services (internet, mobile and Wi-Fi) at Elliston and surrounds 
are variable and generally poor. The townships of Elliston and Sheringa are both listed 
on the national mobile blackspot map as Blackspots. Sheringa has no mobile coverage. 
 
The telecommunications infrastructure servicing Elliston and surrounds is in need of an 
upgrade. The NBN’s Sky Muster service, which is the NBNs only proposed service to 
Elliston, will not address the mobile service failings.  
 
The Council is proposing the installation of a new Radio System and an upgrade of the 
Elliston Exchange which will deliver relief to the current telecommunication needs of 
residents and visitors, as well as accommodating some future expansion that will deliver 
the economic, educational and health benefits in the short, medium and long-term. 
 
Discussions are continuing between Council representatives and the key stakeholders 
(both at a political and administrative level) for an upgrade to be approved and funded by 
the Federal Government and Telstra as a matter of urgency. 
 
The Council, through the RDAWEP and with the assistance of Telstra, are also preparing 
a detailed grant application which is directed to securing a funding agreement between 
the Federal Government and  Telstra for the installation of the required 
telecommunications infrastructure.  
 
The RDAWEP is managing the preparation of the business case and the application 
process. Indications are that if successful, the necessary infrastructure will be operational 
in about 6 to 12 months from the time of the funding commitment.  
 
Community survey. Telecommunications was rated as high importance by the nearly 
80% of respondents (the highest of all the nominated programs) and nearly 64% of 
respondents considered Council should increase funding for this program.  
 
Strategic actions 
 
3.5.1 Council continue to progress the blackspot funding negotiations 
3.5.2 Council assist the RDAWEP with the development of the business case and 
funding application for the telecommunications infrastructure 
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4. Our Community Services 
 

4.1 Community survey findings    
 

(1) Services rated as higher importance and lower performance 
 
Proposed action: Review services - High priority 
 
Rationale: Improved performance may be required given the level of community 
importance associated with these services.  
 
List services: 

• 04 Support for the ageing 
• 05 Council communication with residents/ratepayers  
• 07 Economic development and employment 

 
(2) Services rated as lower importance and higher performance  
 
Proposed action: Review services – Medium priority 
 
Rationale: Council may be over committing resources relative to the level of community 
importance for these services 
 
List services: 

• 13 Arts and culture 
 
(3) Services rated as lower importance and lower performance  
 
Proposed action: Review services – Low priority 
 
Rationale: No change to performance is warranted 
 
List services: 

• 10 Area history/historic conservation 
• 11Environmental & coastal protection 
• 12 Community Waste Water Management   

 
(4) Services rated as higher importance and higher performance  
 
Proposed action: Keep services under review 
 
Rationale: These services are rated as high importance and Council has been viewed as 
performing relatively high. 
 
List services: 

• 01 Roads & footpaths 
• 02 Sporting & recreation facilities 
• 03 Waste & recycling 
• 06 Community grants 
• 08 Stormwater management 
• 09 Tourism facilities and promotion 

 
The findings from the community have informed many of the proposed actions included 
in the draft Strategic Plan.
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4.2 The ageing population 
 
Context 
 
All levels of Government are facing and addressing the challenges presented by the 
ageing population.  
 
Community survey. Support for the ageing was rated as high importance by the nearly 
70% of respondents and about 75% of respondents rated Council’s performance in the 
delivery of this service as moderate or low. Nearly 50% of respondents considered 
Council should increase funding for this program.    
 
The LGA(SA) has initiated the development of a Local Government Ageing Strategy. The 
Strategy is due to be finalised by June 2016. The Strategy is addressing the following 
issues: 

• Health and wellbeing 
• Access and inclusion 
• Age care sector reforms 
• Physical infrastructure and the public realm 
• Community development and social inclusion 
• Housing choice. 

 
A regional strategy is being developed by RDAWEP leveraging off the Whyalla Aged and 
Disability Care Masterplan. 
 
All of these topics are relevant to the Elliston Council community. 
 
Strategic action 
 
4.2.1 Assess the Local Government Ageing Strategy and RDAWEP ageing strategy 
when they are published and identify the opportunities for the Elliston Council 
community. 
 
4.3 Child care facilities 
 
Community survey. Child care facilities was rated as high importance by the about 32% 
of respondents and less than 30% of respondents supported increased funding for this 
program.    
 
Proposed strategic action 
 
4.3.1 Council will undertake further research into the community’s need for child care 
facilities.  
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4.4 Youth facilities/development  
 

Community survey. Youth facilities was rated as high importance by the about 40% of 
respondents & about 30% of respondents supported increased funding for this program.    
 

Strategic action 
 

4.4.1 Council will undertake further research into the community’s need for youth 
facilities.  
 

4.5 Sport and recreation  
 

Council provides a wide range of sporting facilities but there is evidence of under 
utilisation 
 

Community survey. Sport and recreation facilities was rated as high importance by 
the 75% of respondents and less than 40% of respondents rated Council’s performance 
as high or better.     
 

Strategic action 
 

4.5.1 Council will undertake further research into the community’s current use of existing 
sport and recreation facilities and specific need for additional facilities.  
 
4.6 Health  
 

Context  
 

Health services are a critical element of a community’s well being. Although Elliston 
Council has no direct responsibility for the provision of local health services, it does have 
a strong advocacy role on behalf of the community for improved services. In this role it is 
important for the Council to have a good understanding of the health care plans, 
governance and operations.Council currently provides a vehicle used for patient 
transport. Volunteer drivers are engaged by the Hospital to drive this vehicle. 
 

The governance, planning and operations for Eyre Peninsula Regional Health is 
coordinated through a very comprehensive governance structure under SA Health. 
Health services in the Elliston District are part of The Country Health South Australia 
Local Health Network. Services are provided through State and Commonwealth 
programs which include the Mid-West Multipurpose Service (MPS) Program, Flexible 
Funds Program and Community Home Support Program (CHSP). Programs provide a 
flexible and integrated approach to the delivery of health and aged care services in the 
Mid-West Region. 
 

The Elliston community are represented on Mid-West Health Advisory Council Inc. 
Currently there are Elliston representatives on HAC (The Council Chair is the current 
Presiding Member of HAC). One of the principal roles of HAC is to gain an understanding 
of the views of the community on the local health service and relay these to the Health 
administrators. The Elliston District Health Support Group was formed some years ago to 
assist HAC but the Group is no longer active.   
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Elliston Hospital is a 21 bed hospital and provides accident and emergency, acute, 
palliative, aged care, basic radiography services. The majority of the care provided to 
patients relates to aged care. The GPs to the hospital are provided through Mid Eyre 
Medical. A comprehensive range of allied health services are available at the Hospital.  
The Hospital has a good working relationship with Council. 
 

The Pines Hostel is a purpose-built secure environment for older people and those 
suffering dementia. The care and facilities available for the aged care meet the required 
health care standards.  
 

The high priority health needs have been identified as:  
• Dental services 
• Improved transport arrangements for patients 
• Health fitness (eg gym) 
• Demand for independent living units 

 

In May 2016 the District Councils of Elliston, Ceduna and Streaky Bay and Wudinna 
District Council agreed to jointly prepare the Western Eyre Peninsula Public Health 
Plan. The Plan is structured to meet the requirements of the South Australian Public 
Health Act 2011 which requires that the state of public health in the region to be 
assessed and that the Plan addresses the priorities set out in the State Public Health 
Plan. 
 

The four themes from the State Plan, as shown below, have each been addressed within 
the context of the region, the current activities of the councils, and the health issues 
identified: 
• Building Stronger and Healthier Communities. 
• Increasing Opportunities for Healthy Living. 
• Preparing for Climate Change. 
• Sustaining and Improving Environmental Health. 

 

Strategies to generally strengthen the focus of the constituent councils and other relevant 
agencies on public health needs are set out in the Plan. 
 

Strategic actions  
4.6.1 Council gain a better understanding of the content of the local health plans  
Council Continue to work with the various parties to improve health care planning  
4.6.2 Council supplement the community engagement efforts/processes of the health 
care providers  
4.6.3 Council investigate options for the provision of additional independent living units 
4.6.4 Council give consideration to providing to the Hospital greater patient transport 
support 
4.6.5 Council give consideration to providing/advocating for healthy lifestyle and fitness 
services  
4.6.6 Council will take action to implement the Western Eyre Peninsula Public Health 
Plan as appropriate. 
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4.7 Anxious Bay boat ramp facility and Elliston Jetty 
 
Context 
 
Council is committed to upgrading the boat ramp facility at Anxious Bay, Elliston (even 
though it is under the care and control of Department of Planning, Transport and 
Infrastructure (DPTI). The current boat ramp consists of a concrete pad and there are a 
number of problems which severely restrict its use. Many benefits would result from an 
upgraded facility. DPTI have commissioned (and funded) a study to evaluate options to 
improve boat launching and retrieval operations in the Anxious Bay area. The study is 
due to be completed by the end of 2016.   
 
The Elliston Jetty is the subject of a lease between Council and DPTI and Council is 
currently clarifying the terms of the lease.   
 
Community survey. Nearly 50% of respondents rated boat ramps as high importance 
and about 37% considered Council should increase funding in this area.  
 
Strategic action 
 
4.7.1 In association with DPTI, Council will review the results of the Anxious Bay boat 
launching facility study.   
 
4.8 Cultural heritage 
 
Context 
 
Cultural heritage plays a very important role in individual and community life. The 
benefits of cultural heritage include creating and building a stronger sense of community, 
a better understanding of previous generations, and adding value to the tourist’s 
experience.  
 
Cultural heritage preservation involves the practice of protecting the physical items of a 
community that are inherited from past generations, maintained in the present and 
bestowed for the benefit of future generations. Cultural heritage includes books, photos, 
cemeteries, works of art, objects and artifacts.   
 
Currently there is a wealth of items available from locations within the Council district 
including the RSL Memorial Children’s Centre, and at the moment these items are 
“collecting dust”.  
 
Strategic action     
 
4.8.1 Council will investigate ways to preserve and display the Elliston district’s cultural 
and historic heritage assets.   
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5. Our Leadership and Governance  
 
5.1 Financial sustainability 

 
Financial sustainability is the principal strategic focus of the Plan. The Long Term 
Financial Plan presents a clear picture of Council’s current financial position and 
emphasises the need for the Council to take action to move towards a more financially 
sustainable position. Council’s commitment to achieving this outcome underpins many of 
the strategic actions presented in the Plan  
 
5.2 Continuous improvement  
 
Context 
 
In addition to the continuous improvement initiatives included over the other Strategic 
Objectives, the Council will continue to progress the following projects:      
 

• Good governance 
 

"Governance" is the way by which a Council is held accountable. It encompasses 
the accountability of staff to the elected Council and the Council Members and 
staff to the community. This incorporates for example the way in which the Council 
is elected and the way in which it reports to the community. There are assessment 
tools available for a Council to assess its own performance. The tools enable 
Councils to identify where they are performing well, pinpoint areas of improvement 
and generate comparative measurement for future evaluation. 

 
• Best practice policies 

 
Having a set of best practice policies is one element of good governance. Council 
has commenced a review of its policies with the aim over the next 12 months have 
a set of policies regarded as best practice.   
 

• Service reviews  
 

The Council is continuously looking at ways to make its services more efficient 
and effective. One strategy is the option of shared services. A more strategic and 
programmed approach would add significant value to Council’s present 
procedures. There are some good practice review methodologies available which 
will assist Council continue with the service reviews.   
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• Service levels/standards  
 

A service level policy describes the level of service that Council intends to provide 
for a particular service. Council currently has three such policies – CWMS and 
water supply policy (expressed as a charter); waste management service policy 
(to be reviewed), and a Road Infrastructure Policy.   
 

Service level policies reflect:  
o The priorities contained in a council’ strategic plan and hence shifting 

priorities for the Council; 
o The changing affordability of each service and changes in a council’s 

overall financial capacity; 
o Customer demand for a service;  
o The requirements of relevant legislation; 

 

The major benefits of developing these policies is that it allows a council to make 
better informed and more objective decisions on financial matters related to 
service levels, and customers have clear appreciation of the service they can 
expect.   

 

The results of the community survey highlight some services where levels could 
be reduced and some services where levels may need to be increased.  

 

Strategic actions 
 

5.2.1 Conduct an assessment of Council’s governance performance 
5.2.2 Complete the policy review project 
5.2.3 Develop and implement a service review program 
5.2.4 Develop service level policies for Council’s core services 
 

5.3 Council’s rating system.  
 

Context 
 

Council has recently completed a review of its basis of rating. The review concluded that:  
 

“The existing rating system of the District Council of Elliston (DCE) is reasonable 
relative to DCE's circumstances and generally consistent with that of other 
comparable councils. Rating theory and data modelling considerations suggest 
that there may be though merit in refinements by Council to its rating strategy, 
including the levels at which service charges are set at.” 

 

The review also provided advice on how to manage the process should Council proceed 
with a change to it rating system.   
 

Strategic action 
 

5.3.1 Assess and implement (as appropriate) the findings of the rating review 
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5.4 Communication with the community  
 
Context 
 

It is widely recognised that effective community engagement plays a critical role in the 
development of sustainable policies and decisions in local government. Good public 
participation results in better decisions. Effective community engagement acknowledges 
the fact that people want to get involved with decisions that affect their lives and provides 
the means for incorporating their input. A comprehensive community engagement plan 
with supporting activities and processes can work to enhance a vibrant local community. 
 

Community survey. Council communication with residents/ratepayers was rated as high 
importance by nearly 70% of respondents but only about 35% of respondents rated 
Council’s performance as high indicating a priority need to improve.    
 

Strategic action 
 

5.4.1 Examine best practice resident/ratepayer strategies and consider implementation 
as appropriate.  
 
5.5 Emergency planning and risk management  
 

Context  
  
Council has taken some action regarding emergency planning and risk management 
however more action is required. 
 

The Emergency Services Act is under review and the changes will impact on Councils. 
 

The LGA(SA) has drafted a Policy/Protocol for Inter-Council Emergency Management 
Resource Sharing.   
 

Council has recently completed the LGA Mutual Liability Scheme Risk Profile report. The 
report recommended that Council conduct a risk assessment of the strategic priorities, 
and develop and adopt a risk management framework and risk management policy. 
 

Strategic actions 
 

5.5.1 Council will gain a full understanding of the impact of the review of the Emergency 
Services Act, and assess the implications of the draft LGA Policy/Protocol for Inter-
Council Emergency Management Resource Sharing. 
 

5.5.2 Council will finalise its emergency plan and develop a comprehensive risk 
management strategy. 
 

5.5.3 Council will conduct a risk assessment of the strategic priorities, and develop and 
adopt a risk management framework and risk management policy. 
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